
KISS MY APP 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, moneyed types, hangers-on; welcome. To cut to the chase – and why wouldn’t 

I, you city cats are probably on your lunch-break – my idea is simple, in fact I can’t believe no one 

thought of the sucker before me. 

Apple-art. 

Oh yeah. Nod away. Love it when you nod, means possible acceptance.  

Here’s my logic. We’re already showing art online, we’re transacting art online, we’re 

reading about and critiquing art online, we’re even making some art online – so why the hell doesn’t 

all art just become online? Like, no distinction. Whenever some philosopher-dude says ‘what is art’, 

we say ‘online.’ Nothing more needed.  

Apple-art. Here’s how it rolls. The artist creates the work. Whole thing is digital, no mess, 

totally cool. Might be an apple-painting, apple-sculpture, apple-stick of furniture, apple-powder box, 

whatever. Point is, it’s E not 3D. You never actually touch the thing because it never actually exists. 

Instead you buy the image, the hologram, the impression, the webpage – but never the thing, because 

there is no thing. Not in a spatial sense, you know? From head to home without having to be 

kinaesthetic, fitted into a corner, stuck on a boring wall.  

Hey, I know what you’re thinking. Seeing doubt tattooed across your furrowed brows. Art 

and the Internet, bad marriage. You go into an online art-store, spot a painting for sale for, say, sixty 

thousand big ones, you’re thinking; how do I know it is what is seems to be, or says it is. Suspicion; 

the default state of the collector. But with apple-art; no problem. Of course it is what it seems to be 

because that’s all there is to it – there’s no source, no original. You’re looking at what it is so it can’t 

be anything else! Transfer the dollars and that painting is instantly yours. Project it wherever you 

like, make it big, make it small, fade-in-fade-out, pixilate, store or show that sucker … potential, 

ladies and gentlemen. Potential! 

Will it get stolen? Sir, I’m glad you brought that up. What we think, isn’t it; online means 

compromised. Nothing’s safe in digie-world. But there are measures. We can encrypt. Smack in a 

few extra firewalls. Use unique coded identifiers. Threaten hackers with capital punishment or maybe 

deport them to one of the more philistine colonies. Australia, Sir? Why not? And you Sir, a question 

for you in return; what is actually secure these days? A house might have deadlocks and electronic 

surveillance, an ugly dog, ugly wife, but is it truly secure? Is a bank? A piece of art, actual piece in a 

museum or gallery, is it secure? Sir, consider this. Rotterdam’s Kunsthal Museum in 2012; seven 

paintings stolen. Paris’s Musee d’Moderne Art in 2010; five paintings stolen, collective value, a 



hundred million Euros. 2008, four items taken from a gallery in Zurich; value, 163 million. And 

we’re worried about the Internet? 

Ladies and gentlemen, we live no longer in a fenced-in locality but in a fenceless global 

community. The days of the privileged few accessing artworks from dealers or auction houses are 

over. Wealth is pervasive. There are cashed-up potential buyers in most countries and apple-art will 

be their saviour. It’s online, meaning that it’s quick, efficient and cost-effective. We can cut the 

transaction charges and stop paying exorbitant fees to brokers and intermediaries. We can market to 

the world, not just to those on our postal list. We can mousetrap our sales by auctioning anytime we 

want, anywhere we want, with bidders from places as diverse as Malaysia, Morocco and Moldova. 

Apple-art is on the way, and it’s only going to grow. 

Any questions, kiss my app. And enjoy your lunch … apple-lunch, now there’s a thought … 

 

 


